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Transferrin-Coated Nanodiamond–Drug Conjugates for
Milliwatt Photothermal Applications
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Fluorescent nanodiamonds (fNDs) are unique carbon-based nanomaterials
due to their outstanding optical and magnetic properties. However, realization
of the full potential of fNDs is often limited by their processability because
fNDs aggregate strongly in both organic and aqueous solutions. Therefore,
robust and potentially universal coating strategies are urgently needed to
address these limitations. Derived from mussel foot proteins, the
polymerization of l-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (l-DOPA) provides important
surface functional groups including amines, carboxylic acid, alcohols, and
conjugated Michael acceptors. Herein, l-DOPA is polymerized on fNDs with a
high control over the shell thickness. Photoluminescence and optically
detected magnetic resonance studies reveal that the unique photophysical
properties of fNDs are preserved after thin poly(l-DOPA) film coating.
Subsequently, conjugation of transferrin, a heme protein that provides
efficient receptor-specific cellular transport, improves the colloidal stability
and cellular uptake of the poly(l-DOPA)-coated fNDs. The loading of
FDA-approved indocyanine green as a photothermal agent yields an
integrated biohybrid material exhibiting an amplified photothermal effect in
cells at very low energy intake (≈90 mW cm−2).
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1. Introduction

Among carbon-based materials, fluores-
cent nanodiamonds (fNDs) are unique as
they do not only possess excellent pho-
toluminescence properties, but they are
also very precise local sensors of mag-
netic and electric fields, temperature, or
mechanical forces.[1,2] These characteris-
tics are predominantly derived from the
defect centers in nanodiamonds (NDs)
where impurity atoms such as nitrogen,[3]

silicon,[4,5] and germanium[6] are localized
alongside lattice vacancies. Consequently,
the type of such crystallographic defects
defines its unique optical spectrum as
well as spin properties. Hence, the opti-
cal behavior of fNDs is independent of its
size, in contrast to other classes of nano-
emitters such as quantum/carbon dots
and gold nanoparticles.[7] The best studied
color center is the nitrogen-vacancy (NV)
center.[2,3,8–11] The remarkable properties of
this atom-like defect in the diamond lattice

allow application for high-resolution magnetic (bio)sensing,[12]

energy transfer,[13] bioimaging,[12] and even quantum computing
technologies.[14] Due to this, in the present work, nanodiamonds
with NV centers were selected as base material for designing a
potent theranostic system.
In order to achieve these aims, the processability of NDs is a re-

curring challenge. The colloidal stability of NDs in solution, both
organic and aqueous, is extremely poor and is further aggravated
with the reduction in the size of the diamond particle.[9,15] Hence,
the capability to chemically introduce novel functions tends to
be severely hampered by the aggregation of the NDs. To alleviate
this primary issue, nanodiamond coating technologies have been
developed using adsorption mechanisms deriving from weak at-
tractive forces (electrostatic, van der Waals, hydrogen bonding)
and/or strong covalent interactions.[8,16,17] However, these coat-
ing technologies have persistent difficulties due to batch to batch
production variability impacting the surface composition of NDs.
In addition, it is crucial to understand that the coating mate-
rial has to fulfill many important criteria, including 1) chemical
multifunctionality, 2) reproducibility of the coating strategy on
NDs from different sources and sizes, 3) colloidal stability of the
fND conjugate in biological media and inside cells, and 4) min-
imally affecting the photoluminescence and magnetic sensing
capabilities.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of fND nanosystem preparation.

While it is synthetically challenging for a coating methodol-
ogy that performs consistently well regardless of surface prop-
erties, nature has aptly demonstrated otherwise. Derived from
mussel foot proteins, the polymerization of catechol pendant
groups is the key for the attachment of mussel bivalves onto vir-
tually any surface. Messersmith et al. first showed that polymers
of catecholamines, in particular dopamine, can replicate the
adhesiveness of the mussel foot.[18] The significance of poly-
dopamine was quickly realized resting on its capability to adapt
to various surface functions. This behavior was also observed
for other catecholamines, such as l-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine
(l-DOPA)[19–22] and norepinephrine.[23–25] Chemically, polycate-
cholamine films possess important functional groups including
amines, alcohols, and conjugated Michael acceptors leading to
a massive variety of post-functionalized surfaces.[18,26,27] In this
context, polydopamine has been demonstrated recently as a proof
of concept to functionalize NDs.[28,29] Polydopamine–ND systems
represent an attractive platform. However, post-functionalization
with, for example, polyethylene glycol has been crucial due to the
high adhesiveness of polydopamine that potentially contributes
to the aggregation of the coated nanodiamonds, especially under
physiological buffer conditions.[30] In comparison, l-DOPA con-
tains an additional carboxylic group giving poly(l-DOPA) coat-
ings a higher hydrophilicity compared to polydopamine.[18,19]

Herein, we show that poly(l-DOPA) does not only act as a po-
lar and versatile bridging entity to conjugate multiple functional
entities onto fNDs but also enhances its photothermal capability
to develop a complex fND therapeutic platform (Figure 1). Fur-
thermore, we establish the strategy of polymerization of l-DOPA

on fNDs from different sources (FND Biotech, Microdiamant)
by monitoring the kinetics of polymerization, the control over
thickness and colloidal stability under physiological conditions.
The effect of the poly(l-DOPA) coating on the photolumines-
cence and optically detected magnetic resonance were studied,
and these unique photophysical properties were preserved for
fNDs with thin surface coating. Subsequently, the coated fNDs
were further decorated by transferrin, a heme cellmembrane pro-
tein involved in receptor-specific cellular uptake that stabilizes
the biohybrid in cellular media and the FDA-approved indocya-
nine green (ICG) as a photothermal agent. By localizing a high
concentration of ICG in cellular vesicle nanoenvironments, we
envision that the integrated material will provide high photother-
mal toxicity even at very low energy intake.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Preparation and Characterization of l-DOPA-Coated
Nanodiamonds

Nanodiamonds with 35 nm average diameter were purchased
from FND Biotech (Taiwan) and used without further sur-
face treatment. Sodium periodate initiated polymerization of
dopamine, and l-DOPA in pure MilliQ water was used to avoid
buffer salts, which are known to destabilize colloidal NDs.[15]

In addition, this method provides faster deposition times than
polymerization in alkaline buffers[31–33] further reducing ND ag-
gregation. In contrast to the well-established dopamine surface
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Figure 2. a) Transmission electron microscope images of DOPA-fND prepared with different concentrations of l-DOPA. Data presented as mean ±
SEM, n = 44. b) Poly(l-DOPA) shell thickness increases linearly with l-DOPA concentration (n = 44). c) UV–vis absorption spectra of aqueous solutions
of DOPA-fND (100 µg mL-1) showing broadband absorbance into the NIR. d) Dynamic light scattering data. Hydrodynamic diameter of DOPA-fND
increases with increasing l-DOPA concentrations.

polymerization, l-DOPA provides an additional carboxylic group
and poly(l-DOPA) coatings exhibit higher hydrophilicity than
polydopamine.[20,21] We anticipate that poly(l-DOPA) would show
a greater potential in enhancing the aqueous stability of fNDs. In
our experimental setup, 100 µg fNDs were dispersed in MilliQ
water under sonication. To this solution was added a volume of
freshly prepared l-DOPA or dopamine (2.5 mg mL−1) solution
in MilliQ to bring the final catecholamine concentration to 1–
10 mm. This mixture was heated to 55 °C and sonicated for 5
min to ensure thorough mixing. Finally, an appropriate volume
of freshly prepared sodium periodate solution (10.84 mg mL−1)
was added to give 0.5 molar equivalents (sodium periodate to cat-
echolamine) and bring the final volume to 1mL. The solutionwas
sonicated for further 5 min at 55 °C. The reaction was continued
on a shaker at 500 rpm for additional 15 min. The coated fNDs
were purified by five centrifugation and washing cycles through
an ultrafiltration tube (100 kDa). UV–vis spectroscopy showed
that unreacted monomer and excess oxidation products were re-
moved after three cycles (Figure S1e, Supporting Information).
While fNDs coated in the l-DOPA were colloidally stable, fNDs
coated with polydopamine exhibited a high degree of aggrega-
tion, lower polymerization efficiency, and poorer aqueous stabil-
ity (Figures S1 and S12, Supporting Information). The applica-
bility of the l-DOPA coating methodology was evaluated under
transmission electron microscopy with three different batches
and two different sources of fNDs (FND Biotech, Microdiamant)
yielding the DOPA-fNDs (Figure 2a and Figure S2, Supporting
Information). The poly(l-DOPA) coating can be clearly seen on
each fND, which are well dispersed across the TEM grid with
small aggregates attributed to drying effects (Figure 2a,b and
Figure S2, Supporting Information). The poly(l-DOPA) coating
was further confirmed by dynamic light scattering (DLS; Figure
S12, Supporting Information), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS), and Raman and Fourier transform Infrared (FT-IR) spec-
troscopies demonstrating a positive outlook toward its applica-
bility across different ND sources (Figure 2d and Figures S3–
S5, Supporting Information). In addition, the polymerization
method allows controlling the thickness of poly(l-DOPA) by sim-
ply varying the concentration of themonomer. Between 1–10mm
of l-DOPA, the thickness varies linearly from 3–15 nm, sug-
gesting that the synthesis is robust and predictable. The afore-
mentioned thicknesses were simultaneously characterized by the
absorbance of poly(l-DOPA), DLS, and TEM (Figure 2).
DOPA15nm-fND with 15 nm shell thickness was obtained using
10 mm l-DOPA, and XPS was used to elucidate molecular infor-
mation and ascertain the bonds formed during polymerization.
Against pure fND, l-DOPA, and poly(l-DOPA) as controls, the
characteristic signals from the C─N─C, C═N─C bonds clearly
demonstrate the cyclization of l-DOPA as an intermediate into its
polymeric form (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Moreover,
the relative photoelectron count of the C–O, C═O, C─Csp3, and
C─Csp2 signals indicate contributions from both the fND surface
as well as from poly(l-DOPA). As the polymerization of l-DOPA
proceeds via a radical mechanism,[26,34] it is essential to character-
ize the influence of the coating toward the magnetic properties
of the fND.

2.2. Physical Properties of l-DOPA Coated Nanodiamonds

In this respect, the effect of poly(l-DOPA) with two different
thicknesses (3 and 15 nm) to the NV’s properties in fNDs was in-
vestigated. Spectra measurements were performed on a custom-
built confocal microscope with the excitation laser light at 515
and 532 nm. The spectra of coated fNDs reveal that the poly(l-
DOPA) layer adds a unique background signal (Figure 3a). The
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Figure 3. a) Normalized emission spectra (ex. 532 nm) for fND and DOPA15nm-fND. NV
0 and NV− zero phonon lines are visible in both spectra.

Fluorescence of poly(l-DOPA) coating evident between 570 and 700 nm. b) Nanodiamonds with PDA layer (15 nm) demonstrate stable ODMR lines;
however, the presence of PDA layer decrease the contrast of ODMR. It can be related to background fluorescence from PDA. c) The fluorescence of
DOPA-fND increases with time of laser illumination. Fluorescence increase is stable in time. d) Temperature increase of aqueous solutions of various
concentrations of DOPA-fND (100 µg mL−1 fND) after near-infrared (NIR) irradiation (810 nm lamp; 1 W cm−2).

intensity of the background signal depends on the thickness of
the layer but the zero phonon lines of NV− and NV0 centers
are well visible in each sample. A decrease in the initial fluo-
rescence intensity proportional to the coating thickness was ob-
served for DOPA-fND (Figure S6, Supporting Information) at-
tributed to the broadband absorbance of polycatecholamines. Un-
expectedly, independent of the wavelength of the laser light, the
detected fluorescence increased over 60% from the initial excita-
tion and reached saturation level within a fewminutes (Figure 3c)
as measured for 20 DOPA15nm-fND. The high level of fluores-
cence is stable in time after cessation of laser excitation and re-
mains so even after 4 h in darkness (Figures S7 and S8, Support-
ing Information), which enables more advanced imaging with
tracking of nanodiamonds without double counting of the same
particle.
To study the charge properties of NV centers in fNDs, opti-

cally detected magnetic resonance (ODMR) was observed. Re-
solved ODMR lines (Figure 3b) prove the presence of NV− cen-
ters in NDs after poly(l-DOPA) coating, indicating its suitability
for sensing applications. The decrease of ODMR contrast is at-
tributed to background light from the poly(l-DOPA) layer. How-
ever, deeper investigations of the spin properties of NV center in
poly(l-DOPA)-coated NDs are currently ongoing.

Due to the presence of oligomeric and polymeric components
of various order within the structure, polycatecholamines are
good energy absorbers from UV to NIR.[26,35–37] Furthermore,
absorbed light is converted to heat with high efficiency allow-
ing their application as photothermal agents.[38] Photothermal
agents that are active in the NIR range are of greater interest
due to the reduced absorbance by the body in this region.[39,40]

We demonstrated that all poly(l-DOPA)-coated fNDs exhibited
an enhanced photothermal effect over pure fNDs when irradi-
ated at 810 nm, and achieving greater than 10-fold increase (ΔT
= 11.1 °C vs 0.8 °C) in temperature change for DOPA15nm-fND
(Figure 3d). Although, a higher photothermal effect was observed
for DOPA15nm-fND, we chose to continue our experiments with
DOPA7nm-fND (ΔT = 6.4 °C) providing an appropriate balance
between fluorescence intensity and photothermal effects.

2.3. Post-Modification of DOPA-fND for Uptake Studies In Vitro

To investigate the poly(l-DOPA) coating as a homogenized plat-
form for the post-functionalization of fNDs, we examined the
conjugation of proteins as stabilizing and biologically active func-
tional entities.[41–43] As a conserved 3D structure of the adsorbed
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Figure 4. a) Confocal microscopy images of uptake of DOPA7nm-fND (top row) and Tf-fND (middle) in A549 cells (250 µgmL−1). Significant aggregation
and sedimentation of DOPA7nm-fND visible. Tf-fND uptaken without sedimentation. Bottom row is blank sample. b) Dynamic light scattering data for
DOPA7nm-fND and Tf-fND. c) Temperature increase of aqueous solutions of DOPA7nm-fND (100 µg mL−1) (1), free ICG (100 and 200 µg mL−1) (2 and
3), and ICG-Tf-fND (100 µg mL−1; 190 µg mL−1 ICG equiv) (4) after near-infrared (NIR) irradiation (810 nm lamp; 1 W cm−2).

protein is essential for its activity, the impact of its conjugation
onto the poly(l-DOPA) coating can be directly assessed in a bio-
logical assay system.
Human transferrin (Tf, 79.5 kDa), a heme-containing protein

that binds and transports iron through transferrin receptors ex-
pressed at the membrane of many cells and has been used to
enhance the uptake of nanoparticles,[44,45] was loaded directly
onto DOPA-fND by mixing overnight in a mildly alkaline phos-
phate buffer. Adsorption of transferrin to the surface was likely
accomplished through a combination of non-covalent interac-
tions and covalent bonding via the amine-reactive Michael accep-
tors or carbonyls (Schiff base) of the quinone moieties formed
during the polymerization of l-DOPA (Figure S13, Supporting
Information), which has been also discussed before for l-DOPA
polymers.[46] Unbound protein was removed from the reaction
mixture by ultrafiltration (molecular weight cut off = 100 kDa) to
afford Tf-fND. Upon loading, the hydrodynamic radius increased
from 63 nm for DOPA-fND, to≈78 nm for Tf-fND, indicating the
successful formation of a protein corona around the fND (Fig-
ure 4b). Successful loading was also confirmed by FT-IR (Fig-
ure S9, Supporting Information). The capability of transferrin to
initiate receptor-mediated endocytosis of Tf-fND was evaluated
using A549 lung adenocarcinoma cell line. In contrast to fND
alone or the precursor DOPA-fND, efficient receptor-mediated
uptake of Tf-fND was observed through confocal laser scanning
microscopy (Figure 4a). Next, we adsorbed ICG, a small molecule
dye with innate photothermal properties, onto Tf-fND. The load-
ing of ICG onto Tf-fND was accomplished by overnight incuba-
tion of Tf-fND and ICG in the dark with subsequent removal
of excess ICG through extensive ultrafiltration to afford ICG-Tf-
fND. The amount of ICG loaded was determined through its
characteristic absorbance at 400 nm and found to be >180% by

mass compared to the fND (1.89 mg mg−1 fND). In this way,
a high local concentration of ICG was obtained, which could
enhance the photothermal effect of poly(l-DOPA)-coated fNDs.
Subsequently, we quantify the photothermal effect of ICG-Tf-fND
by observing the differential temperature increase in water upon
irradiation at 810 nm. In comparison to DOPA7nm-fND (ΔT =
6.4 °C) and ICG (ΔT = 12.4 °C), ICG-Tf-fND (ΔT = 13.9 °C)
showed a 120% and 12% improvement, respectively, in terms
of temperature increase attained after 20 min of irradiation (Fig-
ure 4c). Comparing absolute ICG concentrations, the magnitude
difference in temperature profile produced by ICG-Tf-fND sug-
gests that there is an enhancement for the loaded ICG over that
of molecularly free ICG. This amplified photothermal effect by
confinement was also characteristically observed in hollow in-
organic nanoparticles and plasmonic nanoparticle clusters.[47,48]

The strong interaction of ICG with Tf-fND was demonstrated
by the negligible release of ICG (<5%) from ICG-Tf-fND when
incubated in cell media for 24 h (Figure S10, Supporting
Information).

2.4. Photothermal Applications In Vitro

We subsequently evaluated ICG-Tf-fND in HeLa and A549 cells.
The internalization pathway of ICG-Tf-fND was elucidated by
confocal microscopy. The fluorescence signal from ICG (ex.
561 nm, em. 750–800 nm) was imaged. It is interesting to note
that the transport of ICG-Tf-fND is represented in a receptor-
mediated manner by formation of endosomal vesicles where
the fluorescence signals are highly localized (Figure S11, Sup-
porting Information) and no freely diffusing ICG are obtained.
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Figure 5. a) Optical images (20 ×) of HeLa cells incubated overnight with ICG-Tf-fND and Tf-fND at 0, 5, 10, and 15 min after irradiation with 810 nm
lamp, 430 mW cm−2. Cell rounding is evident within 5 min in ICG-Tf-fND sample. No morphological changes observed with Tf-fND after 15 min. Scale
bar = 100 µm. b) Brightfield image (10 ×) of A549 cells incubated overnight with ICG-Tf-fND imaged 4 h after 15 min irradiation with 810 nm lamp,
90 mW cm−2. Border (marked with red line) between irradiated area and non-irradiated area clearly visible. Scale bar = 100 µm. c) Live and dead staining
(10 ×) of HeLa cells incubated overnight with ICG-Tf-fND imaged 4 h after 15 min irradiation with 810 nm lamp, 430 mW cm−2. Dead cells were washed
away during preparation leaving an empty region bordered by healthy cells. Scale bar = 100 µm. d) Live and dead staining (10 ×) of HeLa cells incubated
overnight with ICG-Tf-fND imaged 4 h after 15 min irradiation with 810 nm lamp, 4 W cm−2. Sharp border clearly observed between live (green) and
dead (red) cells. Scale bar = 100 µm.

Molecularly, free ICG rampantly diffuses throughout the cell
(Figure S11, Supporting Information), clearly different to ICG-
Tf-fND, which also indicates the strong interaction between ICG
and Tf-fND.
Upon internalization, the photothermal effect was initiated us-

ing an 810 nm lamp (200 mW) concentrated through the ob-
jective onto the sample area. Light densities were varied by the
magnification of the objective (10 ×, 20 ×, 40 ×) and supplied cur-
rent. Simultaneously, time-lapsed optical images were recorded
in 20 s intervals to visualize the morphological changes due to
the localized heating effect by ICG-Tf-fND. First, various light
densities (0.09, 0.4, and 4.0 W cm−2) for the irradiation process
were conducted to identify the optimumpower for photothermal-
induced cytotoxicity within 15 min. Efficient and immediate cell
rounding (under 5min) was visually observed at light densities of
0.4 and 4.0W cm−2 (Figure 5a andMovies S1 and S2, Supporting
Information). Even very low light densities down to 0.09 W cm−2

induced cell rounding visually detected within 10 min with cell
death thereafter (Figure 5b and Movie S3, Supporting Informa-
tion), a remarkably low power density compared to the previously
reported ICG–polydopamine–ND conjugate which required over
an order of magnitude higher power (2 W cm−2).[29] Live/dead
staining of the cells using fluorescein diacetate/propidium iodide
combination further demonstrates the characteristic spatial con-
trol of the light-induced cell death (Figure 5c,d). In comparison,
no cell death and only minor morphological changes upon irra-
diation were observed for Tf-fND or fND + ICG mixture at any
power density (Figure 5a and Movies S4 and S5, Supporting In-
formation).

3. Conclusion

In summary, we have described a hierarchical construction of a
nanodiamond-based theranostic system through a poly(l-DOPA)
coating that serves as a sticky layer for chemical functionaliza-
tion. By selecting the protein transferrin and the small molecule
dye ICG as two biologically active molecular components, we
demonstrate that the poly(l-DOPA) is an excellent avenue for
post-modification with both small molecules and proteins. No-
tably, the poly(l-DOPA) coating stabilizes the optical properties
of NV centers in the nanocrystals, and at the same time, it has
no negative effects on the charge state of NV− defects, which is
crucial for future imaging and sensing applications.
Critical for effective dosing of deep-seated tumors due to the

exponential attenuation of light, the activation threshold for the
photothermal effect was at least ten times lower compared to
other nanodiamond-based systems.[49–52] The endocytic transport
behavior and the immediate cellular response toward localized
heating, observed in confocal and time-lapsedmicroscopy, clearly
demonstrate the efficiency of the system.
Compared to other fluorescent nanoparticles, fNDs have

shown promise for in vitro and in vivo application due to their
high photostability. Tracking of particles in real time over long
periods can reveal information about biodistribution whereas the
defect centers (e.g., NV−, Si) enable sensing of temperature as a
nanoscale thermometer to monitor photothermal effects in situ.
To date, nanodiamonds have already been applied successfully in
vivo for many animal models (mouse,[16] chicken embryo,[53] and
miniature pig[54]).[55]
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We envision that the combination of optical and magnetic de-
tection and ultra-low power density required for phototoxicity
could open new avenues to the noninvasive treatment of malig-
nant tumors deep within the body, which could reach tissue in
the brain, prostate, colorectal, and pancreas. Collectively, the pre-
sented methodology rapidly facilitates the general preparation of
customized multifunctional fNDs, in which a broad selection of
functional components such as proteins and drugs could be used
in combination.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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